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Abstract 
 

Laser cladding is one of the most effective ways of improving the abrasion resistance and corrosion resistance of surfaces 
and is thus widely used to reinforce steel surfaces. This study aimed to investigate the effects of laser parameters on the 
properties of the composite layer and the reinforcement of Ni-based composite powder on a steel surface by laser 
cladding. The laser cladding of Ni-based Ni60A+x%(SiC+Ti) composite powder on 45 steel surface to form TiC particle 
reinforced coating was evaluated by the preplaced-powder method. The effects of laser power and scanning speed on 
mechanical property and hardness were assessed. Microstructure, phase composition, and energy spectrum were 
comprehensively analyzed by scanning electron microscopy, X-ray diffraction, and energy-dispersive spectrometry, 
respectively. Results reveal that the use of composite powder to form a reinforced coating on the 45 steel is feasible. At 
24% SiC+Ti content, a cladding layer with a compact and homogeneous microstructure is obtained at 800 W laser power 
and 125 mm/min scanning speed. Numerous dispersedly distributed TiC particles exist at the cladding layer, and the size 
and number of TiC particles gradually increase with increase SiC+Ti content. The findings in this study provide insight 
into the application and promotion of laser cladding on 45 steel materials. 
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1. Introduction 
 
Wear, corrosion, and fatigue damage are the main causes of 
steel failure, especially under humid environment and high 
friction conditions [1]. The wear, corrosion, and fatigue 
damage of steel parts mostly initiate on the surface. To 
prolong the service time of parts, various surface treatment 
technologies have been proposed for improving the 
performance of the matrix. Laser cladding is an advanced 
surface modification technology, in which high-energy laser 
beam is used to melt the surface of the substrate material and 
form a coating with a special function. This approach can 
fabricate high-performance surfaces with low-cost materials 
while reducing the energy consumption and cost [2,3]. The 
material and process parameters are the main factors 
determining the performance of the cladding layer. At 
present, powder materials, such as metal, ceramic, and 
composite powders, are the most widely used cladding 
materials. Given its good wettability, corrosion resistance, 
wear resistance, self-lubrication effect, and moderate price, 
Ni-based self-melting alloy powder has been widely studied 
and applied [4,5]. Sound metallurgical bonding has been 
achieved by cladding Ni alloy on 45 steel substrates [6]. 
High-temperature abrasion resistance and corrosion 
resistance can be improved by adding a ceramic phase to the 
cladding material [7-9]. In view of the significant differences 

in thermal parameters and the poor compatibility of the 
ceramic phase and the metal matrix, cracks occur easily, and 
ceramic particles may be peeled from the matrix [10,11]. 
However, the in-situ reinforced phase is well compatible 
with the metal matrix, and the dispersed distribution of the 
reinforced phase can increase the toughness of the coating 
[12]. Laser cladding in-situ self-reinforced coating has been 
studied extensively [13-16]. The selected reinforced element 
and process parameters in laser cladding greatly affect the 
performance of the cladding layer, the cost, and further 
applications. Therefore, the appropriate reinforced elements 
must be selected, and the laser cladding process parameters 
must be optimized. 

Therefore, this study aimed to use the preset of powder 
and orthogonal method to the process and 
structural properties of in-situ composite coating on steel 
surface by laser cladding. This main objective is to 
determine the appropriate in-situ reinforced elements and the 
best process parameters. The findings of this study can serve 
as a reference for the process optimization and application of 
in-situ composite coating by laser cladding. 

 
 

2. State of the art 
 
Many studies have investigated the laser cladding in-situ 
formed process. The carbides of Ti [17], W [18], Si [19], Cr 
and Zr [20], boride [21] and some oxide [22] are the main 
in-situ reinforced phases. Lo K.H. et al. [23] explored the 
dispersion of fine WC powder on AISI 316 stainless steel to 
improve the cavitation erosion resistance and the abrasion 
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resistance by using a laser surfacing technique. The 
cavitation erosion resistance and abrasion resistance of the 
surface alloy layer of the specimens were significantly 
improved, and the cavitation resistance of laser composite 
surfaced AISI 316 stainless was enhanced by up to 30 times 
that of the as-received AISI 316 stainless steel. However, the 
brittleness of the coating was significant. S.K. Ghosh et al. 
[24] examined the crack density and wear resistance of the 
SiC particulate reinforced Al-based metal matrix composite. 
Although the abrasion resistance of the alloy composite 
material was significantly improved, the SiC ceramic phase 
easily produced a brittle phase at high temperature, which 
was unfavorable to the wear resistance and the corrosion 
resistance. Bandar A. et al. [25] investigated the effects of 
the applied laser energy density on the densification, 
microstructure, and mechanical properties of the selective 
laser melting processed parts, and they elucidated the 
mechanisms underlying the formation of TiC particles. The 
TiC reinforced phase exhibited good toughness, good 
lubricity, thermal and chemical stability, good wear 
resistance, and so on. It significantly improved the hardness, 
compressive strength, and corrosion resistance of the 
composite coating. However, this study did not consider the 
effect of different power parameters on the coating 
performance. Zhang L. et al. [26] investigated the influence 
of laser power on the microstructure and properties of Co-
based amorphous composite coatings produced by laser 
cladding on a 45 medium steel substrate. Their results 
demonstrated that as the laser power was increased, the 
average hardness of the cladding layer decreased, whereas 
the abrasion resistance increased. However, they did not 
evaluate the effect of laser scanning speed. Ali E. et al. [27] 
found that the laser cladding parameters greatly influenced 
the TiC morphology. Chinmaya K. S.et al. [28] attempted to 
produce TiC reinforced composite coating on AISI 304 
stainless steel through a preplaced laser surface engineering 
process by using a pulse laser to increase the hardness of the 
steel substrate. Their results showed that the laser peak 
power significantly affected the micro-hardness of the 
cladding layer. However, they also did not study the effect 
of laser scanning speed. Zeng CH. et al. [29] examined the 
relationship between the gas hole and laser power of laser-
cladding deposited Ni-based coatings. Their results indicated 
that the porosity damage in the coating followed a Weibull 
distribution rather than a normal or lognormal distribution. 
However, they did not explain the relationship between 
porosity damage and laser scanning speed. Guo Y. Q. et al. 
[30] prepared an in-situ formed TiC particle reinforced Ni-
base composite coating on H13 steel substrate by laser 
cladding and examined the micro-hardness and wear 
resistance of the laser cladding layer. This method had a 
high process requirements, resulting in its poor practical 
application. Li S.N. et al. [31] discussed the feasibility of 
using Ti and SiC powders to fabricate a TiC composite 
coating via in-situ laser cladding. However, the effects of 
specific process parameters on the properties of the 
composite coating were not comprehensively analyzed. 

Although the aforementioned works have mainly 
focused on the effects of laser power and scanning speed, 
their influence on the mechanical properties of the coating 
has yet to be clarified. Studies on the use of SiC and Ti 
powders as raw materials in fabricating TiC particles via in-
situ reactions are also lacking. In the present work, we 
attempted to develop an in-situ TiC dispersed 45 steel-based 
metal matrix composite layer onto the 45 steel surface to 
improve its properties. The microstructure, phase, and 

composition of the surface composite layer (processed under 
optimum conditions) were comprehensively analyzed to 
understand the effect of the laser process on the 
characteristics of the surface layer. The optimized process 
parameters of the laser cladding were determined. 

The remainder of this study is organized as follows. 
Section 3 describes the experimental materials and methods. 
Section 4 analyzes the effects of power and scanning speed 
on the macroscopic quality and hardness as well as, the 
microstructure. The conclusions are summarized in Section 
5. 
 
3. Experimental material and method 
 
In this work, 45 steel was chosen as the substrate material, 
Ni60A was used as the bonding phase, and SiC and Ti 
powders were used as the raw materials to generate a TiC 
reinforced phase. The in-situ reaction equation of TiC 
particles with SiC and Ti as the raw materials is expressed as 
follows: 
 

SiTiCTiSiC +→+       (1) 
 

The 45 steel samples with gauge dimensions of 135 mm × 
110 mm × 10mm were prepared by electro-discharge 
machining. The surfaces of these samples were sand-blasted 
prior to laser processing to remove the oxide scale and then 
ultrasonically cleaned in alcohol to eliminate the dirt and the 
oil. Ni-based Ni60A+(SiC+Ti) composite powder with 
SiC:Ti=1:1 (at.%) was used the cladding material. The 
weight contents of SiC+Ti were set to 12%, 24%, 36%, 48%, 
and 60%. The chemical composition of the Ni60A alloy 
powder is presented in Table1. The composite powder was 
completely mixed and ground to guarantee homogeneity. 5% 
polyvinyl alcohol solution was used as the adhesive to bond 
the preplaced powder. After the preplaced powder was 
naturally dried, the TruDiod4006 semiconductor laser 
processing system was used to conduct the cladding 
experiment (Fig. 1). 

To preplace the powder and ensure the thickness of the 
powder layer, a groove with gauge dimensions of 40 mm × 5 
mm × 1 mm was milled, and the preplaced powder layer was 
set to 1 mm. The preset of the cladding powder is shown in 
Fig. 2. Laser energy density 

wP  (W·s·mm-2) was introduced 
to examine the influence of laser power P  and scanning 
speed v on the properties of the cladding layer. 

The equations describing the relationships among the laser 
power P , the laser facula area S , and the scan speed v  are 
as follows: 
 

SPtPw /=         (2) 

 
vDt /60=         (3) 

 
2)2/(DS π=         (4) 

 
  The equation for the activation energy 

wP  can be 
transformed from Eqs. (2)-(4) as follows: 

 
)/(6027.1 vDPPw ⋅⋅=       (5) 

 
where D  (mm) is the diameter of laser facula, )(st  is the 
scanning time of the unit area, S  is the area of the laser 
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facula, and π is a constant (3.14). Orthogonal method was 
used, and the parameters of the laser cladding are shown in 
Table 2. The diameter of the laser facula was 2.5 mm, and 
the fixed defocus was 30 mm. Ni60A+24%(SiC+Ti) 
composite powder was used to investigate the laser cladding 
process. The post-laser cladding microstructure was 
characterized by scanning electron microscopy (SEM) with a 
Leica-S440i-SEM machine. Elemental analysis was 
conducted by energy disperse spectroscopy (EDS). Phase 
qualitative analysis was performed by X-ray diffraction 
(XRD) with a D/MAX2500-XRD machine. The hardness of 
the cladding layer was measured using a HT320 Rockwell 
Hardness Tester. 
 
Table. 1. Chemical composition of the Ni60A alloy powder 

Element Cr B Si C Fe Ni 
Mass 

fraction/% 17.0 3.5 4.0 1.0 <5.0 Bal 

	

	
Fig. 1. Laser cladding system 
 

 
Fig. 2. Preset of the cladding powder 
 
Table. 2. Parameters of the laser cladding of orthogonal test 
selection 
Coating No. P(W) V(mm/min) Pw(W·s·mm-2) 

A1 400 100 121.9 
A2 600 100 182.9 
A3 800 100 243.8 
A4 1000 100 304.8 
A5 1200 100 365.8 
B1 400 125 97.5 
B2 600 125 146.3 
B3 800 125 195.1 
B4 1000 125 243.8 

B5 1200 125 292.6 
C1 400 150 81.3 
C2 600 150 121.9 
C3 800 150 162.6 
C4 1000 150 203.2 
C5 1200 150 243.8 

 
4 Results and discussion 
 
4.1 Macroscopic morphology of the cladding layer 
 
4.1.1 Influence of laser power on the macrostructure 
Fig. 3 shows the macrostructures of the cladding layer at 
different laser power values and a scanning speed of 125 
mm/min. The width of the coating gradually increased as the 
laser power was increased. At a low laser power of 400 W, 
the cladding layer was narrow and discontinuous. The width 
slightly increased at the laser power of 600 W. The cladding 
layer achieved an appropriate width and a smooth surface 
when the laser power was 800 and 1000 W. As the power 
reached 1200 W, the groove became filled with the cladding 
layer, and the surface became over-burned. Thus, the 
optimal laser power was determined to be between 800 and 
1000 W. 
 

 
Fig. 3. Macro morphology of the cladding layer at different laser power 
values 
 
4.1.2 Influence of scanning speed on the macrostructure 
Fig. 4 shows the macrostructures of the cladding layer at 
three different scanning speeds at the power of 800 W. The 
width varied slightly, and the surface was smooth, indicating 
that the selected range of scanning speed was appropriate, 
and that the effects of the different scanning speeds on the 
macrostructure were not evident. 
 
4.2 Hardness of the cladding layer 
 
4.2.1 Influence of laser power on hardness 
Fig. 5 shows the influence of laser power on the hardness of 
the cladding layer (Ni60A+24% (SiC+Ti)). At a constant 
scanning speed, the hardness increased as the laser power 
increased. It reached the maximum value at the laser power 
of 800 W and then declined as the power continued to 
increase. The maximum hardness values were 70.02, 68.2, 
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and 70.1 HRA at the scanning speeds of 100, 125, and 150 
mm/min, respectively. 

Results indicated that laser power exerted an obvious 
effect on the hardness. At 400 W, the laser power was too 
low to completely melt the composite powder to form TiC 
particles; thus, fine dendrites cannot be formed, resulting in 
the low hardness. At 800 W, carbide and fine dendrites 
appeared, and the hardness increased as the laser power 
increased. Thus, the hardness reached the maximum value 
due to the optimal microstructure. Beyond that, the power 
was excessively high, such that the composite powder 
melted excessively, and the dendrite microstructures 
coarsened. Thus, the matrix element diluted to the cladding 
layer, leading to the hardness reduction. 
 
 

 
Fig. 4. Macro morphology of the cladding layer at different scanning 
speeds 

 

 
Fig. 5. Effect of laser power on the hardness of the cladding layer 
 
4.2.2 Influence of scanning speed on hardness 
Fig. 6 shows the influence of scanning speed on the hardness 
of the cladding layer (Ni60A+24% (SiC+Ti)). As shown, the 
effect was insignificant. When the laser power was 600 W, 
the maximum hardness was attained at the speed of 100 
mm/min. When the laser power was 400 and 1200 W, the 
maximum hardness was achieved at the speed of 125 
mm/min. The maximum hardness was reached at the speed 
of 125 mm/min at the laser power of 800 and 1000 W. The 
absorbed energy was negatively correlated with the scanning 
speed. The melting degree of the composite powder 
positively influenced the absorbed energy. In theory, the 
hardness of the cladding layer should initially increase and 
subsequently decrease; however, this phenomenon did not 
occur because of the small number of variable speeds, the 
low gradient of the speed variation, and the small number of 
samples. The speed of 125 mm/min can be considered the 
optimal scanning speed. 

 

 
Fig. 6. Effect of scanning speed on the hardness of the cladding layer 
 
4.3 Microstructure 
 
4.3.1 Phase analysis of the cladding layer 
Te mechanical property depends on the microstructure. Fig. 
7 shows the XRD pattern of the coating formed at the laser 
power of 800 W and the scanning speed of 125mm/min. The 
main phases were the solid solution of (Fe, Ni), the 
intermetallic 

52.036.1 FeCr , the eutectic compound of 
7616 SiCrNi , 

and the carbide of TiC. These results suggested that TiC 
particles can be formed in situ by using SiC and Ti powder 
as the raw materials. 

The diffraction peaks of (Fe, Ni) and 
52.036.1 FeCr were 

high. In the laser cladding process, the composite powder 
and the matrix surface were melted, and Fe was diluted to 
the cladding layer. The electronegativity and atomic radius 
of Ni, Fe, and Cr were similar. The face-centered cubic 
lattice structure consisted of γ-Fe and Ni. Thus, the γ-(Ni, 
Fe) solid solution and the intermetallic 

52.036.1 FeCr  were easily 
formed under the melting condition. Phase retrieval revealed 
that SiC did not exist in the coating, implying that it was 
completely decomposed at high temperatures. The appetency 
with C of Ti was better than that of Cr, and the Ti-to-C atom 
proportion was 1:1. Thus, TiC was formed, and no Cr-C 
occurred. The combination reaction of Cr with Si and Fe 
formed 

52.036.1 FeCr and 
7616 SiCrNi . The laser cladding process 

is a non-equilibrium process of rapid solidification, and 
metastable and intermediate phases are formed. These 
phases are sensitive to the solidification condition and prone 
to the lattice distortion. Thus, a number of diffraction peaks 
that cannot be matched was present. 

 

 
Fig. 7. XRD spectrum of the Ni60A+24%(SiC+Ti) composite coating 
4.3.2 Energy spectrum analysis of the cladding layer 
The chemical composition of the microstructure can be 
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confirmed by energy spectrum analysis. As shown in Fig. 8, 
the microstructure of the cladding layer displayed three 
different phases. The dark gray phase was the dendritic 
structure, the white phase was the eutectic microstructure, 
and the other one represented the white particles that were 
homogenously distributed. EDS was conducted on the three 
different phases, and the measured position is shown in Fig. 
8. The compositions of the different points are provided in 
Table 3. Fe was enriched at the cladding layer, 
demonstrating that an atomic diffusion occurred between the 
composite coating and the matrix. Such diffusion was 
beneficial for improving the bonding strength. Considerable 
amounts of Fe, Ni, and Si existed at the matrix, suggesting 
that the main dendritic phase was the (Ni,Fe) solution. The 
main phases of the eutectic structure were 

52.036.1 FeCr and 

7616 SiCrNi . The white phase of TiC can be determined by the 
contents of Ti and C. The size of the TiC particles was 
smaller than the diameter of the electron beam of the energy 
spectrometer, causing the collection range of the elements to 
exceed the particle size. Large amounts of Fe and Ni were 
revealed by the EDS analysis of P3 and P4. 
 

Fig. 8. Microstructure of the Ni60A+24%(SiC+Ti) composite coating 

Table. 3. EDS component analysis results for the Ni60A+24%(SiC+Ti) 
composite coating (mass fraction/%) 

Position Ni Fe Cr Si C Ti Total 
dendritic 
structure 

(P1) 
12.0 64.22 6.23 6.03 11.48 --- 100 

eutectic 
structure 

(P2) 
9.34 61.21 6.61 3.18 19.20 0.10 100 

particles 
(P3) 7.13 33.51 3.44 4.28 39.77 11.87 100 

particles 
(P4) 6.08 28.88 4.92 4.38 41.94 13.80 100 

 
4.3.3 Morphology and distribution of TiC 
The mechanical property of the cladding layer depends on 
the morphology and distribution of TiC. The microstructures 
of the cladding layer at the top, middle, and bottom parts are 
shown in Figs. 9(a)–9(c), respectively. A large number of 
white particles were dispersed and distributed 
homogeneously on the dendritic structure, and such 
dispersion was beneficial for improving the abrasion 
resistance. The particle size increased from the bottom to the 
top part. The heat dissipation of the bottom part was better 
than that of the middle and top parts, and the undercool 
degree of the bottom part was larger. The grain nucleation 
rate was higher than the grain growth rate, resulting in the 
formation of fine grains at the bottom part. Although the 
particle size at the top part was the largest, the dendritic 
microstructure of TiC did not appear, which was conducive 
to the improvement of the mechanical property. 
 
4.3.4 Influence of the composition content on the 
microstructure 
To investigate the effect of composition content on the 
microstructure, laser cladding using the composite power 
with different composition contents was conducted at the 
laser power of 1000 W and the scanning speed of 125 
mm/min. 

  

  

 
(a) The top of composite coating. (b) The middle of composite coating. (c) The bottom of composite coating 

Fig. 9. Microstructure of different parts of the Ni60A+48%(SiC+Ti) composite coating 
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Fig. 10 shows the microstructure of the cladding layer 
with different composition contents. The middle part of the 
cladding layer was observed by SEM, which revealed that 
the microstructures of the cladding layer consisted of three 
phases, namely, the dendrites, the eutectic microstructure, 
and the TiC particles. The coarse dendrites gradually became 
smaller and disorderly as the (SiC+Ti) content was 
increased. In view of the content decline of the self-melting 
Ni60A alloy, the melting point of the composite powder 
increased as the (SiC+Ti) content increased. As the melting 
point increased at the same laser power, the absorbed energy 
was reduced, the melting degree of the powder decreased, 
and the undercool degree increased, resulting in a grain 
nucleation rate that is higher than the grain growth rate. 

Thus, fine grains appeared. The distribution of dendrites 
became disordered due to the irregular direction of the heat 
dissipation. 

A number of TiC particles existed. The number and size 
of particles were small, as shown in Fig.10(a).The number 
and size of TiC particles obviously increased as the (SiC+Ti) 
content increased, as depicted in Figs. 10(b)–10(e). The TiC 
content was positively correlated with the (SiC+Ti) content, 
demonstrating that the reaction that formed TiC was feasible 
under the given conditions. Otherwise, the TiC particles 
were dispersed and distributed homogeneously, and the size 
became less than 1 µm. These characteristics were beneficial 
for improving the hardness and the abrasion resistance. 

  

  

 
(a) Ni60A+12%(SiC+Ti). (b) Ni60A+24%(SiC+Ti). 

(c) Ni60A+36%(SiC+Ti). (d) Ni60A+48%(SiC+Ti). (e) Ni60A+60%(SiC+Ti) 
Fig. 10. Microstructure of the cladding layers made of different materials 
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5. Conclusions 
 
To study the reinforcement of Ni-based composite powder 
on a steel surface by laser cladding, the laser cladding 
parameters, microstructure, and phase composition were 
comprehensively analyzed. The notable conclusions of this 
work are as follows: 

(1) The cladding composite coating with 
Ni60A+x%(SiC+Ti) composite powder as the raw material 
was produced on 45 steel surface by laser cladding. The 
main phases of the cladding composite coating were the γ-
(Ni, Fe) solid solution, the intermetallic compound 

52.036.1 FeCr , the eutectic compounds 
7616 SiCrNi , and the 

carbide TiC. The steel surface can be reinforced using the 
composite powder of Ni60A+x%(SiC+Ti) as the raw 
material to form in-situ TiC particles. 

(2) Laser power significantly affected the macroscopic 
morphology and hardness of the cladding layer. The 
influence of the scanning speed was insignificant. When the 
(SiC+Ti) content was 24%, the optimal process parameters 
were the laser power of 800 W and the scanning speed of 
125 mm/min. 

 (3) A large number of TiC particles were dispersed and 
distributed at the cladding layer. The morphology and the 
microstructure were influenced by the composition content 

of SiC+Ti. The size and number of TiC gradually increases 
as the (SiC+Ti ) content increased. 

This study proposed the method of laser cladding of Ni-
based Ni60A+x%(SiC+Ti) composite powder on 45 steel 
surface to form TiC particle reinforced coating and proved 
the feasibility of this method. The process parameters of 
laser power, scanning speed, and composition proportion 
were determined and optimized. The findings of this study 
provide guidance to practical application of laser cladding. 
However, in this study, only laser power, scanning speed, 
and composition proportion were studied. Thus, more 
process parameters should be considered in future studies to 
further improve the process level and material organization 
properties. 
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